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The Tropical Cyclone Motion (TCM-90) Data User's Guide 
addresse~ the collection, types, preparat~un, quality control, 
format and data base structure for all data collected during the 
fiel0 phase of TCM-90. Additionally, this Guide addresses the 
data collected from the three concurrent tropical cyclone field 
experiments (Elsberry 1990): (i) ESCAP/WMO Typhoon Committee 
Special Experiment Concerning Typhoon Recurvature and Unusual 
Movement (SPECTRUM): (ii) USSR TYPHOON-90 expedition: and (iii) 
Taiwan Area Typhoon Experiment (TATEX). The Data Management Plan 
contained in Elsberry et al. (1990) describes a framework for 
construction of a comprehensive data set that utilizes all of the 
data from the concurrent tropical cyclone experiments. This Data 
User's Guide will aid researchers who wish to utilize this 
complete data set. 
As described in the TCM-90 Data Management Plan, the 
data management strategy is concerned with merging data collected 
in real-time (during the tield experiment phase) with data 
collected in a delayed mode after the conclusion of the field 
experiments. The first section of this Guide describes the 
overall data collection that defiues the combination of the real-
time and delayed data. The second section contains descriptions 
of the preparation or pre-processing associated with the eight 
observation types contained in the merged data set. This 
includes discussions of quality control procedures that were 
applied to the real-time data. The third section describes the 
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data base and 1&-:.agnetic tape f0rmats. Descriptions of the spatial 
and temporal characte~istics of the data set are included. The 
fourth section contains a summary of the data aspects of each 
Intensive Observing Period (IOP). Appendix A contains the FGGE-
IIB formats that are relevant to the TCM-90 data set. Appendix B 
contains the best-track data for the tropical cyclones that 
occurred during the field phase of TCM-90. Appendix C contains 
t:.e job control ::..anguage used to create the two TCM-90 data 
tapes. 
1. DATA COLLECTION 
The final TCM-90 data base is constructed from a 
combination of two data categories (Elsberry et al. 1990). Real-
time data were collected during the field phases of the four 
concurrent tropical cyclone experiments. Delayed data were 
collected after the field phases. Certain observation types were 
only available as delayed data (e.g., flight-level data from the 
NASA DC-8 aircraft) . The initial step in the collection process 
was to obtain the most complete set of real-time data available. 
Several procedures were then followed to detect when expected 
observations were not available in the real-time data set. It 
was necessary to det9rrnine if the data were missing because the 
observations were not taken, taken but not transmitted, or 
transmitted and not received. These decisions were made by 
comparing the real-time data set with data inventories supplied 
by data managers of the concurrent field experiments. 
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Figure 1.1 Real-time and delayed data preparation. The real-
time data flow illustrates the processing performed at Fleet 
Numerical Oceanography Center. 
l.l REAL-TIME DATA 
The real-time data were collected in conjunction with 
the global analysis and forecast cycle at Fleet Numerical 
Oceanography Center (FNOC), which is called the Navy Operational 
Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS). Figure 1.1 
i~lustrates the f~ow of data collected in real-time. The major 
processing step~ include elimination of exact duplicates, 
conversion to FGGE-IIB format, and extensive quality control 
examinations that are an integral component of the NOGAPS. Each 
12 h, all observation types received via the Automated Weather 
Network fAWN) at FNOC were stored on magnetic tape. These 
data provided an initial estimate of the amount of data that were 
being transmitted in real-time, and were used during the field 
ph~se to detect periods with low data counts. Immediately after 
the field phase was completed, the real-time final data set was 
obtained from the FNOC data archive. This data archive included 
observations received after the "cut-off time", when the initial 
set of real-time data were dumped to magnetic tape. This final 
step insured that all possible real-time data were collected. 
The real-time component of the final data set contains 
FGGE-IIB formatted data that had passed through the NOGAPS 
quality control system. This system flags each observation 
according to the expected accuracy of the data for each 
observation ~ype. Details are provided in Section 2. 
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1.2 DELAYED DATA 
Delayed data originate from two possible circumstances. 
The first nrisec when conventional observation types were either 
not tr~nsmi tted, or transmit .:ed and rot r.:cei ved. During the 
field phase of thn Tropical Cyclone Motion experiment, it was not 
possible t~ arrange !~r each special observation type to be 
transmitted in real·-tini "· For instance, only the radar wind 
profiler at Kadena Ai~ Force Base, Okinawa was able to transmit 
Jata in real-time. Post-processing of these 0~servations 
produced more accurate, consistent, and com~lete prof:.. .. es for 
inclusion in the final data set. Extensive monitoring of the 
real-time data at FNOC also revealed sever~l deficiencies in the 
original transmission plan that required replacement wiU-. delayeJ 
data. 
The second type of delayed data involves either 
conventional or special observation types that were post-
processed i~ some manner. Examples of post-processed data are: 
(i) ~eprocessed satellite cloud-tracked winds; (ii) checked 
flight-level data from the NASA DC-8 aircraft; (iii) processed 
dropwir•df:onde soundirgs; (iv) radar wind profiler observations; 
and (v) checked rawir~ondes from ships and land stations. 
As shuwn in Fig. 1.1, the delayed data were received at 
the Naval Postgraduate School on a variety of mediums. Those 
o~servations that were not available in real-time were converted 
to FGGE-IIB format. The quality control flags are set to 
indicate that these delayed data did not undergo the same type of 
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processing as the real-time data. ~onsequently, users will be 
able to separate observations that have or t.ave not been quality 
controlled. 
1.3 MERGER OF RL~L-TIME AND DELAYED DATA 
The final real-time data set was examined to dete~111ine 
when expected r:•bS•!rvations were n'Jt present. This process 
primarily cont~·1~rated on rawinsonde data. Lists of missing data 
were compiled 1..l"d corr.pared with d~ta received from SPECTR'GM and 
several individual nations/agenc~es. In some instances, lists 
were sent to agencies to confirm whether observations were not 
taken, take~ ctnd not transmitted, or transmitted and not 
received. When all possible data sources were exhausted, the 
delayed and real-time data sets were merged. 
The existence of duplicate observations in the final 
merged data set is an ~mportant aspect of the data procesL'ng. 
As mentioned above, exact duplicate3 were eliminated as part O-
the regular processing of the real-time data set. If 
obs·~rvations from the real-time data set were later duplicated in 
the delayed data set, both versions were placed in the final 
merged data set only if they were not exhctly the same. ~he 
versior. that comes from the delayed data set is identified by the 
quality control flags, which are set to indi~ate that the data 
did not pass through the NOGAPS quality control system. 
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2. DATA PREPARATION 
2.1 REAL-TIME DATA 
The real-time dat~ were processed by an aut0mated 
quality control system at FNOC (Baker 1991). The system was 
developed to support the multivariate optimum interpolation 
(MVOI) analysis that is used by NOGAPS. Detdils of the quality 
co~trol p~ocedures arc available in Baker (1991). ~necific 
feat~res that are relevant to TCM-90 are described in the 
follouing subsections. 
Two quality control components that pertain to all 
observation types are the ql'ality control flags, and treatment of 
duplic~te repo~t~. Quality flags are assigned according to the 
severity of any error detected through internaJ consistency 
checks 01 against climatological limits. The quality flags 
depend upon observation type, &nd are defined in Appendix A. 
Since the real-time data were captured following the quality 
control procedures, they had not passed through the MVOI 
component of NOGAPS. Therefore, tl.~ quality flags assigned to 
each observaLion do not pertain to horizontal "buddy" cli.ecks, or 
to checks against a backgrcund field, that ate par~ of the MVOI. 
Exact duplicate reports of all observation types are 
elirr.1nated prior to the NOGAPS quality control examinations. 
llowever, the quality control system ex~mines near-duplicate 
reports that may arise from corrections to reports transmitted 
eRrlier. The correct report is 11ot al~ays known because the time 
of receipt is not stored. Elaborate schemes have been designed 
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to choose among nectrly duplicate surface and rawinsonde reports 
(Baker 1991). 
2.1.1 RAWINSONDE OBSERVATIONS 
The TCM-90 ra~insonde data set includes land and ship 
observations. Most observations contain both mandatory and 
significant level data. However, National Weather Service 
stations (i.e., U. s. Pacific Island stations) report significant 
level winds ir. c: .·· ot balloon (PI BAL) format. 
The m:..i.->t extensive quality control examinations are 
applied to rawinsondes because they are a heavily weighted data 
source in the MVOI. Details of the procedures are provided in 
Baker (1991). More attention is given to examination of 
mandatory level data because they are used by the MVOI. 
Rawinsonde data undergo detailed vertical consistency 
checks. These include gross error checks, lapse rate checks, and 
vertical shear checks on wind direction and speed. One important 
aspect of the rawinsonde quality control procedures is that 
suspect mandatory level heights and temperatures are recomputed, 
if possible. Mandatory level temperatures that were flagged 
"suspect" during the lapse rate check are recomputed from 
adjacent significant level data. All reported heights are 
checked against hyd-o3tatically computed heights using the 
checked temperature data. 
When original reported values are replaced with 
computed data, they are appropriately flagged (Appendix A). 
Furthermore, a "durnrriy" observation record is created to contain 
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the original suspect data. This r.ew observation uses the ~am::? 
dictionary line as the original one. Therefore, it will appear 
as a duplicate report from the same station, but it will 
typically contain very few levels. The data will also be flagged 
as being "suspect" or "bad". 
Rawinsonde observations from Taiwan that were received 
in real time may be repeated with Chinese block numbers. 
Generally, the observations are not identical. There is no basis 
for deciding which report is more accurate. Both are processed 
through the quality control procedures, and both are retained in 
the TCM-90 data base. 
2.1.2 PILOT BALLOONS (PIBALS) 
PIBAL reports contain observations of wind direction 
and speed as a function of height or pressure. PIBALS are 
checked against climatological limits, and checked for internal 
consistency. The internal consistency checks are identical to 
the examination of the vertical shear of wind direction and speed 
that are applied to rawinsonde data. No corrections are applied 
to erroneous data. 
2.1.3 SURFACE DATA 
The real-time surface observation types contained in 
the TCM-90 data base include synoptic reports from land stations, 
coastal marine stations, mobile and fixed ship stations, and 
drifting and fixed buoys. Although most of the reports from the 
drifting buoys deployed for TCM-90 were received in real time, 
they are stored separately from other real-time buoy data (see 
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Section 2.2.4). 
Surface observations are checked against climatological 
limits. Unlike rawinsonde observations, no corrections are 
applied for suspect data. However, ship positions are examined 
for continuity, and may be changed if a position is outside a 
region defined by extrapolation from previous positions. 
2.1.4 AIRC~FT OBPERVATJONS 
Real·t!rne aircraft reports mainly consist of 
conventional ai~craft reports (AIREPS). Only rarely are 
reconnaissance data received in real time. These are assigned 
the identifier, RECCO. AIREP reports typically consist of wind 
direction and speed at a specific altitude. AIREPS are reported 
at predefined latitude and longitude positions. Therefore, 
observations tend to be centered at the same position, but with 
slightly different altitudes and/or times. 
AIREP data are subjected to checks against 
climatological limits, and checks for consistency within the wind 
report. No corrections are made for erroneous data. 
2,1-5 SATELLITE 80UNDINGS 
The real-time satellite sounding data consist of Tiros 
operational vertical sounder (TOVS) soundings from the NOAA polar 
orbiting satellites, and special sensor microwave temperature 
(SSM/T) soundings from the Defense Meteorological Satellite 
r 
Program (DMSP) satellites. FNOC receives these profiles from 
Carswell Air Force Base. Satellite sounding data are archived in 
terms of layer thicknesses up to 1 mb, and precipitable water up 
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to 300 mb (NOAA only) . The horizontal resolution of the data is 
approximately 150 km. 
The satellite data are checked against climatological 
limits, and for i~cernal consistency. Unlike other upper-air 
data, quality flags are not applied to individual levels. 
Instead, the entire sounding is assigned a general quality flag. 
Errors detected in the precipitable water data result in a label 
of "suspect". Errors in the thickness data result in a "bad" 
label. No corrections are made for erroneous data. 
2.1.6 SATELLITE CLOUD-TRACKED WINDS 
The TCM-90 data base contains real-time satellite 
cloud-tracked winds from the Japanese Meteorological Agency. 
Occasionally, data from India are included. 
Satellite cloud-tracked winds are checked against 
climatological limits, and for internal consistency. Although it 
is known that the height assignments of these winds are often 
suspect, no corrections have been applied. 
2.2 DELAYED DATA 
Delayed data include observations that were either not 
received in real time or were reprocessed in some manner. These 
data did not pass through the quality control procedures used for 
the real-time observations. Some of the delayed data may have 
been subjected to a type of quality control before they were sent 
to the TCM-90 Data Center. This is certainly true for the 
reprocessed observations (i.e., satellite cloud-tracked winds, 
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dropwindsondes, radar wi~d profiler data). Quality flags 
associated with all delayed data were assigned, O, which 
indicates that "vertical quality checks were not done". This is 
to distinguish them from the real-time data that passed through 
the FNOC quality control sys~em. 
2.2.1 RAWINSONDE OBSERVATIONS 
Approximately 10-15% of the rawinsonde observ~tions in 
the TCM-90 data base were delayed data from sources listed in 
Table 2.1. It ~3s not possible to determine to what degree these 
data were checked at the source, but it was obvious that some of 
the data were not checked. 
• 




Malaysia Malaysian Met. Service 
• ._~~~~~~~.......;;.~~~~~~~--l~ 
Clark AFB/ Cubi Pt. TCM-90 Observers 
Iwo Jima NOCF Yokuska 
Pacific Islands, NWS stations NWS 
Saipan TCM-90 Observers 
Japanese Ships SPECTRUM 
USSR Ships TYPHOON-90 
2.2.2 PILOT BALLOONS - RADAR WIND PROFILERS 
No standard PIBAL observations were received as delayed 
data. Significant level wind data from delayed National Weather 
12 
Service observations were stored with the mandatory level data as 
part of rawinsonde report during the conversion to FGGE-IIB 
format. 
All radar wind profiler data from the tropical cyclone 
experiments are stored in a PIBAL format because only winds at 
fixed elevations are included. The profilers were located on 
Taiwan, Okinawa, Japan, Ponape and Saipan. The typical vertical 
resolution of the wind data is 300-500 meters. The temporal 
resolution of the data stored in the data base is 1 hour. Finer 
resolution in time (6 minutes) may be available on request. 
The NPS 404.37 Mhz profiler operated in a low mode (250 
km resolution) and a high mode ( 1 km resolution). The low mode 
was used to obtain data from near the surface to 8-10 km, and 
winds at higher altitudes were obtained via the high mode. 
All of the radar wind profiler data were post-processed to 
some degree. The data from the NPS profiler at Kadena AFB was 
quality checked to extract the best set of valid winds. Post-
processing concentrated on removing the influence of scattered 
precipitation that fell unevenly across the three radar pulse 
beams. An extension of the standard NOAA consensus routine was 
applied to reduce the fraction of winds contaminated by 
precipitation (Dobos et al., 1991). 
2.2.3 SURFACE SYNOPTIC DATA 
Delayed hourly surface synoptic reports on the USSR 
ships were received from TYPHOON-90 and from SPECTRUM for WMO 
block 47 stations (i.e., Japanese islands). 
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2.2.4 T~M-90 DRIFTING BUOY DATA 
Surface reports from the network of 11 drifting buoys 
were available at the Joint Typhoon Warning Center during the 
field phase of TCM-90. These data were used to supplement the 
real-time observations received at FNOC. Occaeionally, the 
orig~nal buoy identifier was lost or garbled on transmission. 
When this occurs, the generic identifier DRIBU is assigned to the 
rt!port. 
The o~·iginal drifting buoy numeric identifiers are 
converted to alphanumeric names when the data are stored in FGGE-
I IB format at FNOC. Table 2.2 provides the conversion between 
the original buoy numbers and the names contained in the data 
base. Furthermore, recommended sea-level pressure bias 
corrections derived by the European Centre for Medium Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are also provided in Table 2.2. These 
recommended corrections, which are derived by comparison of the 
reported pressure with the ECMWF analyses, have not been applied 
in the data base. 
Several Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) moored 
buoys were received in real-time at FNOC. These reports were 
added to the TCM-90 buoy data set, rather than to the standard 
real-time surface reports portion of the TCM-90 data base (Fig. 
2. 1) • 
2.2.S AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS 
The flight-level data from seven NASA DC-8 missions 
were incorporated as delayed AIREP reports (Figs. 2.2-2.8) The 
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data were quality checked by NASA. These reports contain flight-
level wind, height, pressure, temperature and dew point 
depression. Individual r~ports are assigned identifiers of 
RECCO. Although the data were originally supplied with 1-second 
time resolution, only 5-minute data are stored on the data base. 
These 5-minute resolution data are obtained by averaging over 2-
minute intervals centered on the 5-minute boundary. Higher 
resolution data are available on request. 
2.2.6 SATELLITE SOUNDINGS 
The satellite data center (University of Wisconsin) 
archived all satellite sounding data that were available in real 
time. These data essentially duplicate those obtained from FNOC, 
except the soundings are stored as layer mean temperatures rather 
than thickness, and the horizontal resolution is 75 km instead of 
150 km. The sounding observations from the satellite data 
center were not converted to FGGE-IIB format, and are not 
contained in the TCM-90 data set. They are available in the 
University of Wisconsin archive format upon request. 
Table 2.2 TCM-90 buoy numbers, names and bias corrections 
recommended by ECMWF. 
Buoy number Buoy name Sea-level pressure bias 
290 EBE BC -2.5 mb 
729 EBE BE indeterminable due to 
extreme variations 
731 EBE BG indeterminable due to 
extreme variations 
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Figure 2.1 Positions of TCM-90 and TOGA buoys on 00 UTC 15 
September 1990. The TOGA buoys are aligned along l65°E. 
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Table 2.2 TCM-90 buoy numbers, names and bias corrections 
recommended by ECMWF. 
Buoy number Buoy name sea-level pressure bias 
290 EBE BC -2.5 mb 
729 EB EBE indeterminable due to 
extreme variations 
731 EBE BG indeterminable due to 
extreme variations 
730 EBE BF -7.2 mb 
732 EBE CJ 0.0 mb 
736 EBE BA -5.5 mb 
737 EBE BB -4.7 mb 
760 EBEJA -2.3 mb 
761 EBEJB 3.1 mb 
762 EBEJC 2.1 mb 
763 EBEJD o.o mb 
2.2.7 SATELLITE CLOUD-DRIFT WINDS 
The Satellite Data Center, under the direction of Chris 
Velden, provided a set of reprocessed satellite cloud-drift wind 
observations. These high quality data were manually processed 
through careful analysis of the GMS imagery. The reprocessed 
data sets were produced at 6-h intervals only during TCM-90 
Intensive Observing Periods (IOPs) . The data are vertically 
distributed between a~o - 150 mb (Table 2.3). The data coverage 
is between 110°E-160°E and the equator and 50°N. 
There is some overlap between the reprocessed cloud-
drift winds and the operational cloud-drift winds obtained in 
real-time. Some validated operational wind data are contained in 
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the reprocessed da~~ bets. The spatial c~verage of the 
operational data is laroer ~han the reprocessec" data. Both data 
sets are retained in separate files in th~ TCM-90 dat:a base. 
Table 2.3 Vertical djst:ribution of reprocessed satellite cloud-
drift winds curing these Intensive Observing Periods {!OP) • 
.. 
L~VEL 90091312-90091412 90091418-90u91612 J0091618-90091900 
mb} IOP--5 ICP-6 IOP-7 
1000 r, 0 0 
-
850 Jc.o 934 1243 
700 32 24 126 
500 32 205 473 
400 7 112 102 
300 150 621 54!:i 
250 274 315 1020 
200 542 1417 1284 
150 335 896 875 
1----
100 0 0 0 
2.2.8 DROPWINDSONDES 
Reprocessed checked data from the LORAN dropwindsonde 
system onboard the NASA DC-a were £upplied by the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research {NC!~). There are 84 soundings from 
five flights (Table 2.4). All but six of the soundings are from 
the three Supertyphoon Flo flights (Dunnavan et al., 1991). The 
data are inverted and stc .... ad in th~ FGGE-IIB droowindsonde format 
with a vertical resolution of 10 mb. The station identifier is 
set to NASDC8 for all reports. 
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Extensive editing of the dropwindsonde data wa~ 
necessary because of problems with several sensors on the sondes. 
Only minimal wind data were recovered on the first six drops 
because the LORAN navigator had not been programmed for the 
relocation of the Yap LORAN station to Guam. After this 
correction was made, LORAN =overage was still poorer than 
expected, which resulted in marginal wind data on several drops. 
In some cases, the pressure sensor was apparently affected by 
internal condensation, which resulted in pressure readings that 
were too high during the final 50-200 millibars. Examination of 
the drops with reliable pressure readings near the surface 
suggested that the recorded splashdown heights were too low. 
Therefore, there m?.y have been a discrepancy between the DC-8 
radar altimeter and the reference pressure recorded prior to 
launch. The sonde pressure sensor was not calibrated to function 
at pressures lower than 200 mb. 
Condensation also affected the temperature sensor on 
several drops, which resulted in double values near the end of 
the fligh~s. Flights that suffered from temperature and pressure 
sensor pLoblems are labeled in Section 4. 
Because of the shock to the humidity sensor during 
launch from the DC-8, nu humidity data are used for the first 100 
seconds after the launch. It is believed that humidity readi~gs 
may be 20% low for values above 50% due to several problems with 
the sensor. 
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In addition to the reprocessing at NCAR, a gross-error 
check was made b~fore the data were stored in the TCM-90 data 
base. Nevertheless, the dropwindsonde reports must be regarded 
as experimental data and subjected to close scrutinv by the user. 
2.2.9 ANALY~ED FIELDS PRODUCED BY THE AUSTRALIAN BUREAU CF 
METEOROLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE (BKRC) 
During the field experiment phase of TCM-90, the real-
time data avail:ble on the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) 
were used by BMRC to produce analyzed data fields (Davidson et 
al. 1991). Analyses were produced every six hours using all data 
receiv~d within 12 hours after the aL~lysis time. The horizontal 
resolution of the analises is 100 km. The lower-left corner of 
the domain is 1s0s,100°E and there are 75 grid points in both the 
north-south and east-west directions. The analyses were 
performed the foll0wing pressure (rob) levels: 1000, 850, 700, 
400, 300, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, and 10. 
Details pertaining to the analyses procedures are 
available in Davidson et al. (1991). Inquiries or requests for 
thece data fields should be directed to the BMRC. 
3. DATA ~ASE FORMAT 
The final TCM-90 data base contains observations i~ the 
area between 60°E - l80°E and 10°S - 60°N (Fig. 3.1). The data 
base is organized by observation type, time and location. Each 
obs~rvation type is contained in a separate file (Table 3.1). 
Each file is sorted by time, beginning on 00 UTC 1 August 90 and 
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ending on 00 UTC 2n 3eptember 90. The temporal resolution of the 
data va~ies for each observation type (Table 3.1). Origin~l 
observation times have not been altered to fall on any standard 
synoptic times. For example, a USSR ship rawjnsonde report at 13 
UTC has not b,·en altered to 12 UTC. 
Within each time, the reports are first sorted by 
increasing latitude. Southern Hemisphere latitudes are negative, 
and Northern Hemisphere latitudes are positive. Within each 
latitude, the reports are sorted by increa~ing longitude 
beginning at 60°E and proceeding through 180°E. 
All data are stored in FGGE-IIB format. Individual 
observation type formats, definitions, and quality flag c les are 
contained in Appendix A. 
The entire TCM-90 raw obsP.rvati0n data base can be 
stored ·ln two 2400 feet magnetic tapes at a density of 6250 bytes 




















10 s 100° E 
T ---
160° E {]0° F 
Figure 3.1 Rawinsonde coverage on 00 UTC 13 September 1990 as 
contained in the TCM-90 raw observation data set. Special 
soundings from the four coincident field experiments are indicated 
by filled symbols as indicated in the inset. 
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Table 3.1 Raw observation summary according to file name in the 
TCM-90 data base 
OBSERVATION TYPE FILE NAME TIME RESOLUTION TIME RESOLUTION 
(non IOP) (!OP) 
Rawinsonde Tll 12 hourly 6 hourly 
Pilot Balloons T12 12 hourly 6 hourly 
Aircraft - T23 hourly hourly 
operational 
Aircraft (DC-8) T23DC8 none 5 min. (1 sec. 
available) 
Surf ace Reports T31 3 hourly 3 hourly 
(Land) 
Surface Reports TJ3 3 hourly 3 hourly 
(Fixed Ship/Buoys) 
Surface Reports T34 3 hourly 3 hourly 
(Mobile Some hourly 
Ships/Buoys) 
Satellite Soundings T41 hourly hourly 
Satellite Cloud- T61 variable - variable -
tracked Winds (Ops) generally 3 generally 3 
hourly hourly 
Satellite Cloud- T61WIS none 6 hourly 
tracked Winds 
(reprocessed) 
TCM-90 Drifting T81 variable - variable -
Buoys generally 4/day generally 4/day 
Dropwindsondes T15 none variable 
Table 3.2 TCM-90 raw observation data base magnetic tape 
characteristics. 
Density 6250 bpi 
Label none 
Block size 6400 
Logical record size 40 
Record format Fixed block 
Data type l\SCII 
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4. INTENSIVE OBSERVING PERIOD (IOP) SUMMARIES 
Elsberry et al. (1990) provided synoptic and preliminary 
data summaries of each !OP (Table 4.1). This section contains 
updated information concerning the data aspects of each IOP. Some 
of the data system notes supplied in Elsberry et al. (1990) are 
repeated here for completeness. 
Every IOP data summary includes tables and figures 
documenting data received from each rawinsonde station. Although a 
few stations made observations in 3-hour increments (i.e., Clark 
AFB, Philippines (98426) and Cubi Point, Philippines (98327)), the 
tables are in 6-hour increments. Observations taken one or two 
hours off time are labeled appropriately. 
Satellite imagery data available through the Satellite 
Data Center (University of Wisconsin) are listed in a table for 
!OP. 
Dropwindsonde data are listed by Table. The Tables also 
indicate if observations were contaminated by sensor problems 
discussed in Section 2.2.8. 
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Table 4. 1 Times of TCM-90 Intensive Ol:>serving Periods 
IOP Beqinninq time BncUnq time storm(s) 
-
1 12 UTC 8 Aug 00 UTC 10 AUC;J Winona 
2 12 UTC 15 Aug 12 UTC 17 Aug Yancy 
3 00 UTC 18 Aug 00 UTC 20 Aug Yanct/Zola 
4 12 UTC 5 Sep 00 UTC 8 ~ep Dot 
5 00 UTC 13 Sep 12 UTC 14 Sep Ed 
6 00 UTC 15 Sep 12 UTC 16 Sep Ed/Flo 
----
7 00 urr'• .~ 17 Sep 00 UTC 19 Sep Flo 
Updated Data System Notes: 
1. The planned radar wind profiler installations on Iwo Jima 
and Minami Daito Jima were not possible due to logistic 
difficulties and lack of frequency approvals, respectively. A 
rawinsonde team was on Iwo Jima beginning on 15 August. Their 
observations were not available in real-time, but were added as 
part of the delayed data. 
2. The installation of the Kadena AFB, Okinawa wind profiler 
was delayed so that observations were not obtained until 14 August. 
3. No radat wind profiler was available for installation at 
Clark AFB, Philippines. A TCM-90 rawinsonde team was placed at 
Clark AFB and later switched to Cubi Point, Philippines on 15 
August. These two stations alternated observations to provide 3-
hourly observations during IOPs. 
4. A rawinsonde team from Monash University provided 
observations from Saipan (Block station number 91232) throughout 
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TCM-90. 
5. Rad~r wind profiler observations from Saipan, Ponape, 
Taiwan and the Meteorological Research Institute of Japan were only 
recently made available as delayed data. These reports have not 
been included yet in the data base and will be supplied lQtcr as a 
supplemental data set. 
6. Although no real-time data were received from two 
Philippine stations (Laoag, 98223; Legaspi, 98444) during the first 
three IOPs, their observations were supplied as delayed data. 
7. No rawinsonde launches at 18 UTC were made at Chi Chi Jima 
(47971) or Marcus Island (91131) during any of the IOPs. 
8. Eleven of the original 12 drifting buoys successfully 
transmitted during TCM-90. Because of the variability in their 
transmission times, they are not summarized here. Generally, 
observations from the buoys are available four times a day. 
9. Satellite cloud-tracked wind summaries (supplied by Chris 
Velden) are available for IOPs 5-7. The remaining summaries will 
be supplied after they are made available to the TCM-90 Data 
Center. 
4.1 IOP-1, Typhoon Winona 
Many logistic and communication problems were being 
solved during the first IOP. Although communication problems 
pr8vented drifting buoy data from being received in real-time until 
18 UTC 9 August, these data were available from the Local Users 
Terminal on Guam. There are some gaps in satellite coverage on 9 
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Table 4.1.2 Upper-air soundings during IOP-1 
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Table 4.1.2 (continued) 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) 
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4.2 IOP-2, Typhoon Yancy 
A computer mainframe failure at the Australian Bureau of 
Meteorology resulted in no collection of GMS imagery during IOP-~. 
These data are being retrieved from Japan by the Bureau of 
Meteorology for use in reprocessing of the cloud-drift winds at the 
University of Wisconsin. These data will be supplied later as a 
supplemental data set. 
Table 4.2.1 Satellite imagery summary for IOP-2 
Date Geostationary Polar orbiting 
15 Aug No GMS 17 UTC NOAAll p~ 
09 UTC DMSP8 pass 
16 Aug No GMS 10 UTC NOAAlO pass 
05 & 17 UTC NOAAll passes 
22 UTC DMSP8 pass 
17 Aug No GMS 10 UTC DMSP8 pass 
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Table 4.2.2 Upper-air soundings during IOP-2 
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Table 4.2.~ (continued) 
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figure 4.2 spatial coverage of upper-air soundings du~ing IOP-2 
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4.3 IOP-3, Typhoon Yancy/Typhoon Zola 
The computer mainframe failure at the Bureau of 
Meteorology also prevented collection of GMS imagery during IOP-3. 
Efforts are currently in progress to recover the data for both IOP 
2 and 3. Additionally, a lightning strike at the University of 
Wisconsin on the afternoon of 18 August prevented collection of 
polar orbiting satellite data. The real-time satellite sounding 
data were collected at FNOC. 
Table 4.3.1 Satellite imagery summary for IOP-3 
Date Geostationary Polar orbitinCJ 
18 Aug No GMS No DMSP or NOAA 
19 Aug No GMS No DMSP or NOAA 
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Table 4.3.2 Upper-air soundiuys during IOP-3 
IOP-3, 90081800 - 90082000, TY l'ANCY, TY ZOLA 
0 = Heal-tilll<', If= 1Jd;1yed data, X =Not available. 
0818 0819 0820 
.~ ~O. I STATION ()() 06 12 18 00 06 12 18 00 
BLOCK 45 (I iONG KONG) 
1--( -~)IJI~ () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
BLOCK 47 (KOREA) 
·-------
--·-2 47122 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 
3 47 '-'~ 0 () () 0 0 () 0 0 0 
-
4 4715' () 0 () () () 0 0 0 0 
5 .:·.:::-Y·" () 0 0 0 () {) 0 0 0 
BLOCK 47 (JAPAN) 
6 47582 0 () 0 0 () 0 0 () () 
7 ,17 5<JO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 47<i00 0 0 () () 0 () () 0 0 
9 47(i-1(1 () () () 0 0 () 0 0 0 
10 47678 () () 0 () () 0 0 () () 
11 477-1-1 0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 
--+------
12 47778 0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 () 
13 47.'!07 0 0 0 () () () () 0 0 
14 47827 () 0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 
15 4 71)()') () () () () () {) 0 () 0 
16 47918 0 0 0 () () 0 () 0 0 
17 479J(J () 0 () () 0 0 () 0 0 
IS 47945 () 0 () () () 0 0 0 0 
19 47'171 () x () x () x 0 x 0 
20 47'J9 I () x () x 0 x 0 x () 
BLOCKS 4S,96(l11/\lLAND, 1\11\L/\YSl/\) 
21 48327 0 () () () () 0 0 () 0 
22 '18c!07 () () () () () 0 () 0 0 
---1 
2.\ IJS-1.5.'i () 0 () () () () () 0 0 
---·-
24 4S.5<18 () 0 () () () 0 () 0 0 
2S 48<>15 () () () () () 0 () x 0 
---
··---+--
2(, •lS<>•l.'! () () () () () () 0 x () 
27 %-11) () () () 0 () () () x 0 
2:-\ %,17! () () () 0 () () 0 () {) 
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Table 4.3.2 (continued) 
IOP-3 ( co11ti11ucd) 
0818 0819 0820 
0:0 s 1"1\ 110~ 00 ()(, 12 18 ()() 06 12 18 .oo 
lll<H I'S .'i-l,.'17,58,5'! (ITOl'l.ES RLl'lJllLIC 01· CfllNI\) 
2') 5...)857 () () () () () () () () () 
--
.10 5 708 l () () () () () () () () () 
--· 
JI 57...)ll...) () () () () 0 () 0 () 0 
-------- --------j 
12 .5 7'!72 () 0 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 
JJ 5Sl.'i0 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 () () 
)...) .58-l~7 () () () 0 0 () () () 0 
35 588...)7 () () () () () 0 0 () 0 
)(, 5'!.l 16 () () 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
37 597.58 0 () () () () () 0 0 () 
-
.JX 5'!981 () 0 () 0 () 0 () 0 0 
BLOC:K 98 (PlllJ.ll'l'INl:S) 
39 98223 II x x x # x x x # 
40 9S327 () () () x () x 0 x 0 
41 98426 x x x 0 x # x 0 x 
42 9S4...J...) fl x # # # # # # # 
43 98Cj..J6 () x 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 
BLOCK 91 (l'M.'IFIC ISLl\i\DS. NATIONAL WEATllER SLRVICE) 
44 91217 () () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45 <) 1232 # # # # # x # x # 
-----j 
x 4<> 91 J.Jil () x # () x 0 x () 
47 91408 () x () x () x 0 x # 
48 9141..l () x () x () x () x () 
11 roe K 47 u wu 11 i'v!;\} 
49 4700() l 0 l x [ o I o J o 0 x x x 
111 <>CK 4<> (I !\IW1\N) 
~=r~ 50 4(1(18 ~ () () () () 0 x 0 () () -------·- ---- ·---51 4(1(,<)!) () if () () ·O () () ii () ---- ·--- ----· -------52 4<> 7.3..J () /! () () () 0 0 # () 
53 <J<,7-n () 
-Tl· () ff # () () () # ·--54 :\10 I 01 H ii x x x x x x 
t-- --·-· 
--x-1 55 'j(,78() Ii x x x x x x x 
---
·---=:]-· 




rR1:11 rr=r=-o T I () () () () 0 () 0 
---
2 LRU () () I () () () () () () 0 
-- -- -
- ---- -- -- __ _J ----·. - - ---- t-- - ---
3 !!llQS () ti () () () () 0 # 0 t------ ---· --- t-·--- t-----
4 llMl\Y () x () () () II () () x 
s .I 1101\ () () () () 0 # 0 0 0 
-- -----!------ --~- ---------1 ·---
6 .rccx I o () II () () II 0 0 0 
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90081800 
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u = MISSING TCM-90 
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• = TATEX- 71% 









Figure 4.3 Spatial coverage of upper-air soundings during IOP-3 
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Figure 4.3 (continued) 
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o == SPECTRUM-100% 
• = TCM-90- 71% 
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4 4 IOP-4, Typhoon Dot 
No opservations from the SPECTRUM stat,~ns are available 
for 18 UTC 5 September because SPECTRUM did not start their IOP 
until oo UTC 6 September. Also, due to a failure in 
communications, the Pacific Island stations did not take 
observations at 18 UTC 5 September. Consequently, the TCM-90 IOP 
was extended until uo UTC 8 September. 
Three-hourly observations are available from many of tne 
TATE stJtions between 18 UTC 6 September and 00 UTC 8 September. 
A DC-8 fli~~t was made into Dot on 6 Sept~mber. 
Unfortunately, the LORAN problems (see Section 2.2.8) resulted in 
very few wind observations on the dropwindsondes launched on this 
flight. Although a second flight was made on 7 September, 
only flight-level dat~ are available. 
Table 4.4.1 Satellite imagery summary for IOP-4 
Date Geostationary Polar orbiting 
5 Sep All GMS 17 UTC NOAAll pass 
09 UTC DMSP8 pass 
6 Sep All GMS 09 & 2 3 u·.rc NOAAl 1 p~;;;~P::S 
05 & 18 UTC NOAAll passes 
11 & 22 UTC DMSP8 passes 
7 Sep All GMS 09 UTC NO/J\10 pass 
_J 22 UTC DMSP8 pass 
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Table 4.4.2 Dropwindsonde data summary for IOP-4 
Date Initial Dual Final Final Final Percent 
press1 temp2 press temp altitude wind• 
9060005 0 1 918.4 26.1 0 
9060036 0 1 1014.7 28.9 -81. 5 0 
9060120 0 1 1014.9 29.1 -92.4 50 
9060131 1 0 (1091.) 25.2 0 
't-
9060153 1 1 1007.3 29.1 -79.2 40 
9060206 1 1 1001. 2 27.5 -36.8 0 
1 IO' 
I 11 
2 I 0 I 
I 11 
indicates t~at the initial pressure is correct from launch 
indicates that the pressure from the first few seconds after 
launch is below calibrated range. 
indicat~s that there were no dual temperatures. 
indicates that there were dual temperatures. 
so 
Table 4.4.3 Upper-air soundings during IOP-4 
IOP-4, 90090512 - 90090800, JT DOT 
0 = Real-time, 0 + h = h hours :1fter time, #=Delayed data, X =Not 
available 
0'105 0906 0907 
NO. STATION 12 18 ()() 06 12 18 ()I) 06 12 
BIUCK 4'i (I !ONG KONG) 
l 45004 0 () () 0 0 () 0 0 0 
BLOCK 47 (KOREA) 
2 47122 0 0 0 () 0 () 0 () 0 
3 47138 () x () () () () () () 0 
4 47158 (} x () () () () () () 0 
5 47185 () x () () 0 () 0 () 0 
BLOCK 47 (JAPAN) 
6 47582 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 47590 () x () () () () () () 0 
8 47600 () x () () () () () 0 () 
9 47(>46 () x () () () () () () 0 
10 47678 0 x 0 () () () () () 0 
10 477'14 () x () 0 0 () 0 0 0 
12 47778 () x () () 0 () () () 0 
J:I 47807 () x 0 () () () () () 0 
14 47327 () x () 0 () () () () 0 
---
15 47909 0 x 0 () 0 0 () 0 () 
--
16 47'J 18 0 x () 0 () 0 () () () 
17 47936 () x () () () () () () 0 
t-
18 47<;45 () x () 0 0 () 0 () 0 
19 47')7 l () x () 0 () x () () () 
20 4 ]<)<) l () x () () () x () () () 
------
BLOCKS 48,% ( 111/\111\ND, l\1/\1./\ YSI/\) 
2 I 48327 o x ()--o-r x o o () () 
-- --t----t--- --
21 48407 () x () () 0 () 0 0 () 
-----
23 484SS () x () () 0 0 () () () 
24 4SS(>8 () x () () () () () () () 
-- ---- -----
25 4361 'i () x () x () () () () 0 
---·--- i-
2<> '18()4~ () x () II () () () 0 () 
t-----· f---- -
27 %413 0 x 0 # () 0 0 0 x 































Table 4.4.3 (continued) 
101'-.J (continued) 
U'JO\ 1)90(, IJ'J07 0908 
i\'O. STATION 12 IS of] 06 I 12 ! 18 ()() 0(1 12 18 00 
BJ.on~s .~-l.'i7,58,.'i'J (l'LOl'l.LS RLl'lJllI.IC OF ClllN/\) 
2'J 5·1S5 7 () x () () 0 () () () 0 () () 
f-----· 
.10 S71lS 1 () x () () () () () () 0 0 () 
--t----
JI 57-19'1 () x () () () () () () 0 () 0 
f-----·- f---
32 57972 () x (} 0 0 () 0 0 0 () 0 
31 SS I 50 () x () () 0 0 () 0 () 0 () 
l-1 'iS-157 () x () () () () () () () 0 () 
-- --
'' 
5SS"17 () x () () () () (} () {) 0 () 
------- --t------ --- --





() x () () () 0 () () 0 () 0 
38 59981 () x () () () () 0 0 () () 0 
BLOCK 98 (f'll!Lll'l'INES) 
3'J 98223 x x () x 
I------
() x 0 () () x 0 
40 93327 () x () x () x x x () x 0 
'11 98-Wi x 0 x fl x II x ti x () x 
42 98-J-J.j 0 x () () 0 0 () () () () 0 
41 98646 x x () () # 0 0 0 () l 0 0 
BLOCK 91 (1'1\C!FIC !SL/\NDS, N/\TlON/\L WE/\Tl!ER SERVICE) 
'14 91217 () x () () () () () () () 0 0 
45 ') 1232 II JI # # # # fl # # # # 
46 91334 () x 0 {) () () () 0 0 0 0 
I--- ·t-----
47 ') 1-108 x x 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 x 
-
43 9141.1 () x 0 () () () () ii 0 x 0 
BLOCK 47 (!WO Jli'vlA) 
49[ 4700() I () I x I () I # I o I x I # # ii # # 
BLOCK -Hi (T/\IW/\N) 
50 4M>S5 x () {) 0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 
-- !--+----
51 4Mi'l'J () x () x () () 0 0 0 x x 
---
52 '-l<i7:14 () () () () 0 ~ () 0 () () 0 t---
51 4117,17 () x () x () () x 0 () () () 
--!-----1----
54 i\I 0 I 0 I x II II II II x # # # # # f----
55 4C17SO x fl II Ii II II x x # x ii 
t-----1 I------· 
56 '1!18 IO x IJ () µ # 0 # ii # # # 
SI lll'S 
I l:RLI I () () () () :~ _I_ :~ - () () 0 x (} 2 fYEI () () 0 () () x 0 x ~ 
- ------ ----.-- - ------' --
3 Ul l<)S () () 0 I I () () () () () 0 x. 0 
---- ---
4 lJ:\11\Y x x () () 0 () () 0 () x () 
!---
5 JBO:\ () x () () () () () () () () () 
-- -----+-------- ·-- --
(j J<TX () x () () () () () () () 0 () 
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······ .... ··- ----·-··---------------------
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• = TATEX- 42% 
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Figure 4.4 (continued) 
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Figure 4.4 (continued) 
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Figure 4.4 (continued) 
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(continued) Figure 4.4 
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4.5 IOP-5, Typhoon Ed 
Communication failures caused the Pacific Island stations 
of Yap (91413) and Koror (91408) to miss all 06 and 18 UTC 
observations during this IOP. 
No NOAAll satellite imagery were received during this IOP 
due to ingestor problems at the University of Wisconsin. Attempts 
to retrieve the lost imagery are in progress. 
Flight-level data from the DC-8 were collected on a 
mission centered on 06 UTC 13 September. Unfortunately, the 
aircraft was damaged on landing and no other flights could be 
scheduled during IOP-5. 
Table 4.5.1 Satellite imagery summary for IOP-5 
Date Geostationary Polar orbiting 
13 Sep All GMS None 
14 Sep All GMS 09,11 & 23 UTC NOAAlO passes 
09 & 11 UTC DMSP8 passes 
Table 4.5.2 Summary of reprocessed satellite cloud-tracked winds 
for IOP-5 
Date Number of vectors Remarks 
12 UTC 13 Sep 367 
18 UTC 13 Sep 374 
00 UTC 14 Sep 483 
06 UTC 14 Sep 118 Imagery not available -
edited operational winds 
only 
12 UTC 14 Sep 368 
18 UTC 14 Sep 493 
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Table 4.5.3 Upper-air soundings during IOP-5 
JOP-5, 90091300 - 90091412, TY ED 
0 =Real-time, #=Delayed data, X =Not Available 
0913 0914 
NO. STJ\TION 00 06 12 18 00 06 12 
lll.OCK 45 (I ION(; KON<I) 
I '15004 1 () () 0 () () () 0 
BLOCK 47 (KOREA) 
2 -1712: 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
3 4 71 JS () () 0 () 0 0 0 
·l 4715;: () () () 0 0 {) 0 
-" 
47185 0 () () () 0 () 0 
f--1--
BLOCK 47 (JJ\l'AN) 
6 47582 () {) () () 0 () () 
•· 
7 47590 () () () 0 () 0 0 
s 47(i00 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
9 47(i .. J6 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 
I() 47<)78 () 0 0 0 0 0 () 
11 47744 () 0 () () () 0 0 
12 47778 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
--
Ll 47807 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lei 47827 () 0 0 0 () 0 0 
1.5 47909 () 0 0 () () 0 0 
16 47918 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 479.36 () 0 () () 0 0 0 
18 47945 () () () () 0 () 0 
I 'J 47'!7 I () () () x 0 () 0 
I 'J 47991 () () 0 x () 0 () 
·---· --
Bl OCKS '18,% (I I 1/\11 AND, MALAYSIA) 
--,---
21 48327 () () 0 0 () () 0 
--
22 48-107 () () () () 0 0 0 
2.l ,4 S-L'i S () () () 0 () 0 0 
-
24 485(,8 () () () 0 0 () 0 
f----
2.5 4%15 0 () II () () # 0 
26 4S<i·l8 () () () () () # () 
-----
27 %41.l () () () () {) # 0 
- ~ 28 %471 0 0 0 () # () 
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Table 4.5.3 (continued) 
/OP-5 ( co11ti1111ed) 
091) 0914 
NO. ST.i\TION 00 06 12 18 00 06 12 
BLOCKS 54,57,58,59 (l'EOl'LES REl'UBLIC or ClllNA) 
29 54857 0 () 0 0 () # 0 
30 57083 () () () () () 0 0 
31 57494 0 () () 0 0 # 0 
32 57972 0 () 0 0 0 # 0 
33 58150 0 0 () 0 () 0 () 
34 58457 () () 0 0 0 0 0 
JS 588"17 () () () () () {) l) 
59316 0 () 0 () () 0 0 
37 59758 () () () () () () 0 
38 YJ98 I 0 () () 0 0 # 0 
BLOCK 98 (l'IIILll'l'INES) 
39 9822.1 () x () x () x x 
40 98327 0 x 0 x 0 x () 
41 984i6 x # X o H o X 
42 98444 () 0 () () () 0 () 
4J 98646 () x 0 0 0 () # 
BLOCK 91 (PACll·IC ISLANDS, NATIONAL \VEA 1111'.R SERVICE) 
44 91217 0 () () () () () () 
45 91232 # II # # X # # 
46 91334 () x 0 () () 
47 91408 (} x () x () 
50 46685 x () 0 () () 
,_s_t---<1--4-<:-,<i-<J-9--+--<-> -•·--x-.-- ·-<-> --, ' o. 
53 46747 () x () x () 
~---+------_, ___ ---- --- -I 















52 46734 () () _<_>_~t () 0 
1----+------t----t-------- --+-----i---+-----i 
55 46 780 x Ii Ii x x x x 
1----t------+----t--- -----j----t---+---1 
56 4(18 I() () x x x () x x 
~----'------'-----'---- --~--~--~---. 
Sllll'S 
t------~-~-·-_-_-1-~1-~-~=-\1--+----~----L- ~~ _ f__ ~ _ f ___ ;;J-~ ~ -~-I ~~ 
3 !Jlf()S 0 ~-t-~ __ <_> ___ <_>_ 0 ~~) 
4 !IMAY o <> O 0 <> O O 
-~- -- ------·-- -···~-- ---- ------- --- --
5 Jl!Oi\ 0 < l 0 <> 0 O () 
----- ·---·--- ---- ·--·-·- -- -- -- --J 
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Figure 4.5 Spatial r.overage of upper-air soundings during IOP-5 
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Figure 4.5 (continued) 
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4.6 IOP-6, Typhoon Ed/Supertyphoon Plo 
No NOAAll imagery were collected during IOP-6. 
A DC-8 flight centered on 06 UTC 16 September was made 
into Supertyphoon Flo. Both dropwindsonde and flight-level data 
were collected on this flight. 
Table 4.6.l Satellite imagery summary for IOP-6 
Date Geostationary Polar orbitinq 
15 Sep All GMS 11 UTC NOAAlO pass 
16 Sep l All GMS 10,12 & 23 UTC NOAA passes 10 & 22 UTC DMSPS passes 
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Table 4.6.2 Dropwindsonde data summary for IOP-6 
Date Initial Dual Final Final Final Percent 
(MDDHHMM) press1 temp2 press temp altitude winds 
9160531 1 1 1005.2 26.2 -69.4 30 
9169542 0 1 1027.5 26.4 90 
9160553 0 1 1034.7 24.1 50 
9160606 0 0 689.4 13.2 ET3 0 
9160616 1 1 995.0 25.2 -82.1 60 
9160627 1 0 1006.1 25.9 -98.8 90 
9160640 1 1 995.2 27.9 -23.0 60 
9160651 0 1 996.9 26.7 -69.3 0 
9160701 1 1 987.8 28.0 -8.3 20 
9160722 1 0 858.4 24.2 ET3 0 
9160740 0 0 988.4 25.6 -4.9 40 
9160750 1 1 987.2 26.7 45.4 20 
9160818 1 0 1005.1 26.6 -83.9 30 
9160826 1 0 1002.8 27.5 -69.3 90 
9160840 1 1 1013.0 28.0 -162.5 100 
9160850 1 1 1006.6 28.5 -82.0 60 
9160901 1 1 1009.3 28.0 -104.4 70 
9160913 1 1 1011.0 27.7 -83.6 90 
9160923 0 1 1017.1 27.5 -114.5 70 
91c;oq44 1 1 1020.4 27.4 -123.9 60 
I 
916095'/ 1 1 (1067) 28.2 80 
9161006 1 0 (1039) 2 .:L 1 100 
9161019 1 0 1020.0 28.7 -116.3 80 
1 
'O' indicates that the initial pressure is correct from launch 
'1' indicates that the pressure from the first few seconds after 
launch is below calibrated range. 
l 'O' indicates that there were no dual temperatures. 
'1' indicates that there were dual temperatures. 
3 Early termination 
6 7 
Table 4.6.3 Reprocessed satellite cloud-tracked winds summary 
for IOP-6 
Date Numt>er of vectors Remarks 
00 UTC 15 Se_I>_ 626 
06 UTC 15 Se.E_ 682 
12 UTC 15 Se.E_ 548 
18 UTC 15 Sep 563 
)0 UTC 16 Se_E_ 582 
06 UTC 16 Sep I 533 No operational winds available - reprocessed 
I winds are assigned the time 
9009160423 
12 UTC 16 Se_I>_ 562 
18 UTC 16 Sep 503 
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Table 4.6.4 Upper-air soundings during IOP-6 
IOP-6, 90091500 - 90091612, T~/ ED, STY fLO 
0 = Hcal-timr, If= Delayed data, X ==Nol availalJlc 
()<) I.) ()•J 16 
NO ST/\TIO~ oo 06 
_L12 18 00 06 12 
BLOCK 45 (I IO!':(i KON(i) 
l 45004 0 0 () () () 0 0 
BLOCK 47 (KORE/\) 
2 -17122 () () () 0 () () 0 
3 47138 () 0 0 0 0 () 0 
4 47158 () () () () 0 () () 
5 47135 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 
BLOCK -17 (.Ji\l'/\N) 
6 47.582 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
7 4 7 5')() () () 0 () () (} () 
8 4 7<i00 i () () () () () 0 0 
------
---9 47<i·l<i () () () 0 0 0 () 
IO LJ/(178 () {) 0 () 0 {) 0 
11 477<14 {) () () 0 0 0 0 
12 41773 () () 0 () 0 () () 
l J .J 7807 () () () () 0 () 0 
-
14 47827 0 () () 0 () () () 
15 47909 () () () () () 0 () 
16 4 7'Jl 8 () () () () 0 0 0 
--
17 4 7<J :l6 () () () () () 0 0 
18 4 7'J•l5 () () () () () () 0 
--------
19 47'171 () x () x () 0 () 
20 47'J'll () x () x () () # -----'------~----
BLOC KS .JS,% (I l 11\ I J /\ND, M 1\ L/\ YS I A) 
-2-1 -r -48327 () () () () 0 () 0 
,_ 
----- ----I---
22 -18'-l!l/ () () () () () () () 
---
21 '18--155 () () () () () (} () 
--t----- ----
24 4S'i<·S () x () x () x () 
-- !------------ ----+-------
25 
"861.1 t () l () () x () () x ------- --- ----
2(, ~S<1·IS_' __ ii # () () () # () 
27 ')(1-1 I l - () i ii x () () () () 
--
28 %--l}J _i () () () H () () () 
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Table 4.6.4 (continued) 
JOP-6 ( conti1111ed) 
09 I .'i 119 I (i 
I\:(). S IAI 100! ()() I ()(j I 12 I 18 ()() (}(j 12 
' 
BLOCKS 54,57,58,YJ (l'LOl'IES RLPUBl.IC OF CllINJ\) 
---
2') 5-1857 () 0 0 () () () 0 
---
JO .570S3 () () 0 # 0 0 0 
.11 574<)-J () () () # 0 () () t-· 
32 57'J7 2 () () () # 0 () () 
- -------
31 58150 () 0 () () () () () 
f--- --
3-l 58-157 0 0 () 0 0 () u 
35 588•.17 () () 0 0 () () () 
36 59316 () () 0 () 0 () 0 
37 50753 () () () () 0 () () 
JS 59'JX I () 0 0 # 0 # 0 
BLOCK 'JS (l'llllil'l'INl'.S) 
--
39 98223 x x () x x x x 
40 9iD27 0 x () x () x 0 
41 9842<> x 0 x 0 x () x 
42 9844-1 0 () () () () () 0 
43 98646 0 0 () () 0 0 0 
BLOCK 91 ( l'J\l'l J· IC !SL1\i'\;DS, NJ\ l!ONJ\L \VEJ\TI !ER SERVICE) 
Ll-J 91217 0 0 () 0 () 0 () 
4'i 91232 () () () 0 () () 0 
46 9 !33-l () x 0 () 0 0 () 
47 91408 () x () 0 () () 0 
48 ')141 'l () x () x () () () 
"----
.__ ____ 
BLO< K ·17 (l\\'O JlM1\) 
49 4701)() -r---x--1 2i=i--x-1 x I C[ x x 
Ill oc K cl(, (I 1\IW1\N) 
-
_'i() <lh<ilL'i x 1-<_> () () () () x 
---




52 4(>7 \cl () () () () () (l () 
---t----· -
SJ 467"17 () x 0 x () x () }-----f--------- ----f---------
54 i\10 I 01 x x x x x x x 
__ E _______ 
--·-- ---
'1-i .Jr,7.'W X x .'\ x x x x 
t------ ---- -- ---- ·---·---t---- ------1 ---· 
.'i<> .11.s 111 \ c > x x () x x 
-- ------- - ---- --'------
-- -------
\II I I'S 
~;-1 ~'r?,'r'=J ::rff-t1:.1=i: ~.=:;1 :;~y 
_l-f ~;~;;:,:_t-:i t1'. -_I :~ J_;: = j_ ~. ~ 
(, I ( ( . x I ( ) ( J I ( ) I :\ \ x x 
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4.7 IOP-7, supertyphoon Flo 
No 06 and 18 UTC observations from SPECTRUM stations are 
available after 00 TJTC 18 September since the SPECTRUM IOP began on 
00 UTC 15 September and ended on 00 UTC 18 September. Exceptions 
were southern Japanese statio~s that were being threatened by 
Supertyphoon Flo. The Japanese ships JCCX and JBOA departed at the 
e~d of their scheduled deployment on 00 17 September. 
Two DC-8 missions were centered on 07 UTC 17 September 
and 06 UTC 18 September. Both flight-level and dropwindsonde data 
were collected on these flights. 
Table 4.7.1 Satellite imagery surumary for IOP-7 
Date Geostationary Polar orbitinq 
17 Sep All GMS 10 & 22 UTC NOAAlO passes 
10 & 21 UTC DMSP8 passes 
18 Sep All GMS 06 & 18 UTC NOAA passes 
10 UTC DMSP8 passes 
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Table 4.7.2 Dropwindsonde data summary for IOP-7 
Date Initia(- Dua~ Final Final Fi1-1al Percent 
{MDDHHMM) press tem_E press temp altitude winds 
9170225 0 1 1011.5 28.8 -63.2 80 
C)170235 0 0 259.5~ -39.7 ET3 0 
I---
9170240 1 0 1013.4 27.0 50 
9170247 1 I 0 970.5 28.2 ET3 80 
9170300 1 0 307.0 -28.3 ET3 I 
9170~:~ 1 0 1013.7 28.0 -75.1 80 
9170319 0 1 1010.0 27.5 -25.5 80 
9170353 0 1 1013.7 28.0 -93.5 90 
9170403 1 0 1004.1 29.2 -59.0 100 
9170421 1 1 1004.7 27.5 -102.1 70 
-
~170435 1 1 9t:-1.5 25.8 ET3 90 
9170452 1 0 891. 8 27.4 ET3 60 
9170500 1 1 981. 6 27.4 -62.4 10 
9..:..70543 1 1 737.7 15.0 ET3 50 
9170605 1 1 1002.9 29.6 -80.5S 80 
9170614 1 0 1000.9 ~9.2 -31.5 80 
9170635 1 1 1002.3 28.4 -65.0 10 
9170640 1 0 lCll.7 28.2 -127.1 100 
9170704 1 0 1011.2 28.4 -90.8 100 
9170714 1 1 1014.4 28.0 -110.1 9<?_ 
9170735 1 0 1007.3 28.0 -73.8 50 
9170746 I 1 I 1 1013.4 27.5 -89.4 20 
9170800 1 0 1012.7 28.2 -82.7 60 
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Table ~.7.2 (continu~d) 
Date Initia(- Pua~ Final Final Final Percent 
(MDDHHMM) ~ress temp _press tell!E.. altitude winds 
9170811 1 0 1008.0 27.9 -50.6 80 
9170825 1 1 1Cl2.8 28.27 -93.9 0 
-
9170835 1 0 1012.0 39.5 80 
9170845 0 0 934.1 23.1 ET3 0 
91805 - 1 1 1020.5 28.0 -148 0 100 
9180520 1 0 1018.9 29.2 -118.8 90 
9180540 1 0 1025.6 29.8 -169.0 80 
9180549 1 0 428.6 -14.3 ET3 0 
9180557 1 0 1009.5 28.0 -48.1 90 
9180607 1 0 1019.6 29.2 -112.8 60 
9180619 l 1 927.9 22.6 ET3 80 
9180631 1 0 910.8 20.7 ET3 90 
9189640 1 0 1023.8 27.4 -162.0 70 
918C,56 1 0 452.0 -8.7 ET3 10 
918070.: ::. 1 1014.7 27.9 -118.9 90 
9180714 1 0 973.69 25.9 ET3 90 
9180725 0 1 1006.1 25.9 -22.4 90 
9180736 1 0 1001.7 28.5 -7.7 60 
913C'74-: 1 0 1024.4 27.5 -179.4 0 
9180"158 1 1 985.5 27.9 - ET3 20 
- t-
9180808 1 0 101 ... 0 28.4 -111.8 50 
-
~180821 .l 1 1004.8 27.9 -86.3 100 
--
9180831 1 1 926.0 27.4 ET3 0 
I 9180854 1 1 699.l 14.4 ET3 50 E 9180015 1 1 E!91. 5 17.0 60 
9180922 1 1 938.3 26.l ET3 50 
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Table 4.7.2 (continued) 
Date Initi'\1- Dua~ Final Final Final Percent 
(MDOHHMM) _E_ress tem.E: _E_ress tem_12_ altitude winds 
9180939 1 0 649.30 11.8 ET3 20 
9180951 1 1 991.28 _{_30.91 30 
9181003 l 0 0 997.10 24.9 -91.2 100 
9181016 1 0 _{_1044) 26.4 -476.2 70 
'O' indicates that the initial pressure is correct from launch 
'l' indicates that the pressure from the first few seconds after 
launch is below calibrated range. 
2 
'O' indicates that there were no dual temperatures. 
1 1 1 indicates that there were dual temperatures. 
3 Early termination 
Table 4.7.3 Reprocessed satellite cloud-tracked winds summary 
for IOP-6 
Date Number of vectors Remarks 
00 UTC 17 Se_£_ 649 
06 UTC 17 Se.E_ 501 
12 UTC 17 Se...e_ 738 
18 UTC 17 Se_p 633 
00 UTC 18 Se...e_ 670 
06 UTC 18 Se...e_ 780 
12 UTC 18 Se...e_ 525 
18 UTC 18 Se.E_ 271 
00 UTC 19 Se...e_ 389 
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Table 4.7.4 Upper-air soundings during IOP-7 
IOP-7, 90091700 - 90091900, TY ED, .5TY Ff,O 
0 = lfral-ti111c, 0 + h = h hours after ti111c, #=Delayed data, X =Not 
Av ailaolc 
()') 17 0918 0919 
()() IH1 I 2 18 ()() ()(, 12 18 00 
BLOCK 4.'i (110:\<I KOi\:CI) 
1----~1 -~-111-)4 ___ 1_(_> __ 1- 0 I 0 I ~-<-)~l~x-.-~~<-)~-,-x~-<-)--1 
Ill (>CK 47 (KORL1\) 
2 ·171 22 l ITT () o () o o o --~-] :if_~~-:-j ;: ]-~-~ -- ~: ~~ -·-~~---1--~-,-+--o-o--+--~-, -+---~·-_, 
S 47JX' 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 
. ----- ------'----~---'----'------'----'----'-----I 
0 
x 
-~----~-·--~--~B_l_OCK ·~7 (;,\f',\i'") 
-(,-- __ .. ms.:__t---~2___ ~~__:!_____, o o x o o 
7 47VJil I l 0 I 0 0 O X 0 X 0 
+-----------·---· ---+----4-----1-----l 
s -17(,()() () () () () () () () 0 () 
·---+-------+-----<·--~ ---- -----1---1------+---+----+---l 
') -17 (,.J(, ( ) () () () () () () () 0 
---f+- --~~~~~--:+- ~; ~ -x- --~-~-:--+--;~--·---~-)-)-!---~-~-+--~--+--~-~ 
----1 ---- --- - --~1----+-----+-----+---+---1-----1 
12 477/X <! ll O 0 0 0 O O 0 
- -+-------- ----· ---- ------·-~--'----•------l-----+-----1----1 
1:1 41:\07 () 0 () () () () () 0 () 
----+-------- ---·-- --- ----· - -- ---- -1----1 ---+---!----+-----{ 
14 47){27 () () () 0 () 0 () () 0 
-·-- -------j----- ---· ---t----+----+---+----l--~ 
I' 479t1 1J o o o 0 O O 0 X 0 
·--- -+------- ---- ---· ------ ----t-----+----+---+-----l--~ 
I 6 -1 7'1 I S o o O 0 0 X 0 X 0 
---·-------- --- ------- ----+-----+-----+-----1----+-----i 
I 7 ,17•1 \(, O X O 0 0 X 0 X 0 
---- --------- ---- --------
18 t17 1J-1' () () () 0 () x 0 x 0 
--{~ 1 -~B:: -= =;-:= ~--iF=~~~:~= +--H- ~ +-·-~--+--~--1 
!------ ·- ________ __J___ -----'--- -
Ill Cl! 1''> .:s,% (I IL\111\0:!>, \J.\I 1\'1Sl1\) 
-}~ - - -~~ })~-- -r1-=- ~:--I ~:r ---:: ~~~r:=- ~ ~~-----~=-=--~-:-:-~-~-,-~-~--1 
--- --- - - --- - - -- - - ----- - --~ ---+----- ---- ---->----< 
-~2- --'~~·~'~- J--c' __ <2_ 12 _____ :_i_ _ o_ -~-~ __ x.___ o_----1 
2'l .J:; ·,f,X < > () O 0 0 X 0 X 0 
-----·-----·--------I---- - ----- ---- ---1---- ----l-----+-----1-----l 
2S I .1:-;1. I~ I () !! () () () x x x () 
~~<;--! = :~;(;~~-~~ 1r--;~ ~--, =- ~; ~~ ---+F~ ~~~z~- =z;- -~ --1--x-~--I--~-: -·+---~-:--! ?~]-- 111,,ili - ! - (I 1- fi-:.._J>-- --0-- -Cl--1-X--(-)- X () 
7 ') 
Table 4.7.4 (continued) 
/OI'-7 ( co11tin11ed) 
()917 O'J 18 0919 
:\() SI 1\ 11 O"' (I() Lii I 12 r I 13 ()(J (I() 12 18 00 
!\JOCKS '·U7.5S.51J (l'LOl'l IS RLI'Ulll.IC OF CIIINJ\) 
2'1 I 5-1:)'7 T () () 0 () () x 0 x () 
!------·------- ---
;11 S/11;;1 I o () () () () x () () 0 
-------
_II 57-l'J..j () () () () 0 x () 0 0 
_\ 2 57'>72 () () () () 0 x 0 x () 
11 .'iS J'iil () () () () () () () () 0 
3-1 
I 
5S..J'i7 () {) () () () x 0 x 0 
-'' I ~s·~-:1 11 () () 0 () x 0 x () 
--1--- -- --
"' '" 11 <· . I o ! () () () () x () x 0 17 59758 . () 0 () 0 () x 0 x 0 
JS 5'J'J3 I l X j_ x x x x x x 0 0 
BLOCK 98 (l'IIILIPl'I0!ES) 
3') 98223 x x x x () x x x x 
40 '!8327 0 x () x () x x x 0 
41 9842(> x H x () x () x 0 x 
42 904..J-1 () () 0 () () x 0 x 0 
43 ')g(,.'.J(i () () 
_L 0 () x x x x x 
BLOCK 9! (l'i\Cll·IC ISI.Ai'iDS, N1\TION1\L Wb\TllER SERVICE) 
cl4 91217 () () () () 0 () 0 0 0 
45 91232 0 u () x () x () x 0 
--t------- t---
4() 91.l .14 () () () () () () 0 0 0 
,17 91408 () x () 0 0 () 0 () 0 
~ 
48 91..J 13 0 () 0 () () () 0 0 0 
lll<i<"K 47 (!WO Jli\11\) 
·1'1 41000 ·1 x I -x_I~_l x x x x x # 
BLOCK cJ(, (li\!Wi\i\i) 
T ~--,-.'iO 4(1CiS5 x () (l 0 () () () () x 
51 4(i(1')'l x x {) x () x 0 x 0 
-~§-r---52 4(i734 0 () I) X () () 0 0 () 51 ..Jl1747 () x x x x x :< x x 
_ -~L +-~-1_<_> 1 ___ x_t x _ --~--1- x x x x x x t--- x x '>') L!(17SO x Ii II # II x fl 1---"<,--f-~R"l-1)- - -0--=1 .\ _1-.\- _ x x () x x x 
Sil I I'S 
---6-- ----r--c---I i: JU 11 0 < J o () 0 () () 0 0 - ---~ -~- ------·- · - --
- 3__ - --- !_-!~I_ !_ . 0 - () . . . . <_l () () o + I () () 0 
- --· --- -- - - --- - --- i------· - ----
J t;J!<)S O 1 X 0 x () # () # 0 !------ -------!---- ---
t-_'.:! __ t'.\l/\Y +-C_>_f- () II () () () 0 0 () 
s I 1 ll<) \ x x x x x x x x x 
--- -1-------- ... -- _J ____ 
(, j((\ . \ \ x x x x x x x 
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Figure 4.7 Spatial coverage of upper-air soundings during IOP-7 
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Figure 4.7 (continued) 
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TCM-90 observational data base. They include people who made 
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Collection of the real-time data was made possible by the 
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Oceanography Center and Nancy Baker of the Navy Oceanographic and 
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examined and formatted all the wind profiler data. The reprocessed 
cloud-tracked winds were prepared by Chris Velden of the 
Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies at the 
University of Wisconsin. 
Funding for the data management tasks was provided by the 
Office of Naval Research Marine Meteorology Program (Dr. R. F. 
Abbey Jr.). 
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TABLES OF FC~E-IJB FORMATS AND CODES. 
This appendix contains the FGGE-IIB format dE>finitiom:. 
that are applicable to the TCM-90 raw observation data base. 
Definitions of the quality flags assigned to the real-time data are 
also included. More generalized definitions of the FGGE-IIB 
formats are available in Baker (1991). 
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TABLE Al. Upper-air format. 
This format applies to radiosonde, PIBAL and dropwindsonde data. 
The observation type is specified by the data source index 
a) Report Identification 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remarks 
chars. number 
Unique report 1 1 Unique character = 
identifier I* I 
Data source 2 2-3 See Table A7 
index 
Block station 5 4-8 
number 
Elevatio'1 4 9-12 meters 
Latitude 5 13-17 deg. and +=North 
hundreths -=South 
Longitude 5 18-22 deg. and o.oo to 359.99 
hundreths J_E-Wl 
Instrument t_yE_e 2 23-24 Set to '99' 
Year 2 25-26 90=1990 
Month 2 27-28 Ol-12=Jan-Dec 
D~ 2 29-30 01-31 
Hour 2 31-32 00-23 UTC 
Mintues 2 33-34 00-59 
No. of logical 3 35-37 Variable number 
records (levels) 
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TABLE Al (continued) 
b) Upper-air level data record 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
T...YE_e of level 2 1-2 See Table A8 
Pressure 5 3-7 10 mb 
Height 5 8-12 gpm +=above sea level 
-=below sea level 
Quality control: 
hei_g_ht 1 
2 13-14 See Table A9 
Tem...E_erature 4 15-18 10· 1 0 c 
Quality contr?l: 2 19-20 see Table A9 
temperature 
Dew-pt depression 4 21-24 10· 1 °C 
Quality control: 2 25-26 See Table A9 
Dew-pt. depression1 
Wind direction 3 27-29 de_s.. 
·--Wind speed 3 30-32 ms -1 
Quality control: 
wind1 
2 33-34 See Table A9 
Record number 3 35--37 Level number 
within the report 
1Two positions are reserved for the quality control flags applied 
to upper-air data. The first position is reserved for results of 
the horizontal checks performed as part of the NOGAPS MVOI. This 
position is not used for the TCM-90 data. The second position 
contains the results of the internal quality checks. 
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TABLE A2. AIRCRAFT REPORTS 
This format .1pplies to both the operational and DC-8 AIREP reports. 
a) Report identification 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remarks 
chars. number 
Report 1 1 Unique 
identifier character='*' 
Data source 2 2-3 See Table A7 
index 
Aircraft 6 4-9 First 6 
Identification characters of 
aircraft ID 
RECCO == DC-8 
re_E_ort 
Type of wind 1 10 O=doppler,l=fix-
to-fix,2=other 
Number~ 2 11-12 
rej'')rts 
Latitude 5 13-17 deg. and +=North 
hundreths -=South 
Longitude 5 18-22 deg. and o.oo to 359.99 
hundreths 
_iE-Wl 
Optional record 1 23 O=no,l=yes 
indicator 
Type of quality 1 24 O=no QC check 
check !=horizontal QC 
2=QC limits 
check 
Year 2 25-26 90=1990 
Month 2 27-28 Ol-12=Jan-Dec 
Da_y_ 2 29-30 01-31 
Hour 2 31-32 00-23 UTC 
Minutes 2 33-34 00-59 
Number of 3 35-37 Variable number 
logical records 
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TABLE A2 (continued) 
b) First Aircraft data record 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Pressure 4 1-4 mb At fli_ght alti't"~e 
·-Quality control: 1 5 See Table A9 
Pressure 
•t n.._;:.9._ht :; o-.J.u meters Pressure altitude .l.4~~ 
-- --
Quality control: 1 11 10· 1 °C See Table A9 
hei_g_ht 
Tem.E._erature 4 12-15 At fli_g_ht altitude 
Quality control: 1 16 See Table A9 
tem_E_erature 
------· 
Not used 4 17-20 
D-value 5 21-25 meters 
Not used 4 26-34 
Record number 3 35-37 Record number within 
report 
c) Second aircraft data record 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Type of wind 2 1-2 O=doppler,l=fix-Lu-
fixL2=other 
Latitude of wind 4 3-6 deg. and 
tenths 
Longitude of 4 7-10 deg. and 
wind tenths 
Wind direction 3 11-13 de_g_rees 
-
Wind S..J2.eed 3 14-16 -1 ms 
Quality control: 1 17 See Table A9 
Wind 
Not used 17 18-34 
Record number 3 35-37 Record number within 
re_p_ort 
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TABLE A3. SURFACE REPORTS 
This format applies to surface land, coastal marine, 
fixed ship, mobile ship and fixed buoy reports. 
a) Report Identification 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Unique report 1 1 Unique character 
identifier = 
'*' 
Jdta source index 2 2-3 See Table A7 
Block station 5 4-8 
numb~r 
Elevation 4 9-12 meters 
Latitude 5 13-17 neg. and +=North 
hundreths -=South 
Longitude 5 18-22 deg. and 0.00-359.99 
hundreths _(E-W)_ 
Instrument ty_pe 2 23-24 set to '99' 
Year 2 25-26 90=1990 
Month 2 27-28 01-12=Jan-Dec 
Da_y_ 2 29-30 01-31 
Hour 2 31-32 00-23 UTC 
Minutes 2 33-34 00-59 
Number of logical 3 35-37 Variable number 
records 
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TABLE A3 (continued) 
b) First surface data record 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Total cloud amo11pt 2 1-2 oktas Code table 2700 1 
Wind direction 3 3-5 de_grees 990=variable wind 
Wind s...E_eed 3 6-8 -1 ms 
Quality control: 1 9 See Table Al.~ 
wind I I 
Horizontal 2 10-11 Code table 4377 
i:risibili~y_ 
Present wt=ather 2 12-13 Code table 4677 
Past weather 2 14-15 Code table 4500 
Pressure code 1 16 See table All 
indicator 
Sea-level or 5 17-21 10· 1 mb See pressure code 
station pressure or or gpm indicator 
_g_eo_E._otential height 
Quality control: 1 22 See Table AlO 
...E_ressure_Lhei_ght 
Air tem_E._erature 4 23-26 10· 1 0 c 
Quality control: 1 27 See Table AlO 
tem_E._erature 
Amount of CL or CM 2 28-29 oktas Code table 2700 
clouds 
Clouds of genera 2 30-31 Code table l"J513 
s c , st , cu , Cb J_ c_L) 
Height of cloud 2 32-33 Code table 1600 
base 
Clouds of genera 2 34-35 Code table 0515 
Ac, As, Ns ( C_111.) 
Clouds of genera 2 36-37 Code table 0509 
Ci, Cs, Cc ( C-1l) 
Table references apply to standard WMO code tables. 
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TABLE A3 (continued) 
c) Second surface dat~ record 
-·-
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Dew-point 3 1-3 10· 1 °C 
de_E_ression 
Quality control: 1 4 See Table AlO 
dew-pt. 
depression 
Not used 1 5 
Nature of 2 6-7 Code table 
-~ressurP tendenc_y 0200 
Magnitude of 2 8-10 10· 1 mb 
__12_ressure tendenc_y_ 
Quality contr01-: l 11 See Table AlO 
__12_ressure tendenc_y_ 
Not used 26 12-37 
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TABLE A4. Drifting buoy format 
This format applies to surface reports received from 
the TCM-90 drifting buoys. 
a) Report Identification 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Unique report 1 1 Unique 
identifier character='*' 
Data source 2 2-3 See Table A7 
index 
Buoy_ number 5 4-8 See Table 2.2 
Wind indicator 2 9-10 Always set to 
'0' 
Indicator for 2 11-12 O=included in 
surface data report 
record l=not included 
Latitude 5 13-17 deg. and +=North 
hundreths -=South 
Longitude 5 18-22 deg. and o.oo to 359.99 
hundreths iE-W) 
Number of 2 23-24 
subsurface 
records 
Year 2 25-26 90=1990 
Month 2 27-28 Ol-12=Jan-Dec 
Da_y_ 2 29-30 01-31 
Hour 2 31-32 00-23 UTC 
Minutes 2 33-34 00-59 
Number of 3 35-37 Variable number 
logical records 
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TABLE A4 (continued) 
b) Drifting buoy surface-data record 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Sea-level _E_ressure 5 1-5 10- 1 mb 
Quality control: 1 6 See Table 
_E_ressure AlO 
Air tem_E_erature 4 7-10 10- 1 0 c 
Quality control: 1 11 See Table 
temperature AlO 
Sea-surface 4 12-15 10- 1 °C 
temperature 
Quality control: 1 16 See Table 
sea-surface AlO 
temperature 
Wind direction 3 17-19 de_g_. 
Wind s~eed 3 20-22 -1 ms 
Quality control: 1 23 I See Table wind AlO 
Not used 12 24-35 





TABLE A5. Satellite sounding format 
a) Report identification 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Report indicator 1 1 Unique 
character='*' 
Data source 2 2-3 See Table A7 
index 
Not used 5 4-8 
Data processing 2 9-10 See Table Al2 
indicator 
Not used 2 11-12 
Latitude 5 13-17 deg. and +==North 
hundreths -==South 
Longitude 5 18-22 deg. and 0.00 to 359.99 
hundreths (E-Wl 
Instrument tyge 2 23-24 See Table Al3 
Year 2 25-26 90==1990 
Month 2 ?.7-28 Ol-12==Jan-Dec 
D~ 2 29-30 01-31 
Hour 2 31-32 00-23 UTC 
Minutes 2 33-34 00-59 
Number of 3 35-37 Variable 
logical records number 
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TABLE A5 (continued) 
b) M~scellaneous satellite sounding data (always the second record 
w:~hin the satellite sounding observation) 
I 
Parameter No.of Position Units Remark 
chars. numher 
Type of level 2 1-2 Code See Table A14 
fi_g_ure=O 
Not used 22 3-24 
Number of reported 2 27-29 
thickness l~ers 
Number of repurted 2 29-30 
precipitable water 
la_yers 
Number of reported 3 31-33 Not used 
mean tempPrature 
l~ers 
Quality control f la_g_ 1 34 See Table A15 
Logical record 3 35-37 Record number 
number within this 
report 
1 ,-. , 
TABLE A5 (continued) 
c) Optional record for satellite sounding thickness data 
\1 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Type of level 2 1-2 Code See Table 
figure=l Al4 
Objective thickness 2 3-4 percent 
_g_ualit..z. indicator I 
I Pressure at reference 5 5-9 10·
1 
mb base or 
level standard 
_Eressure 
St;rndard level _E_ressure 5 10-14 10· 1 mb .. 
La_yer thickness 4 15-18 tens Of -9..E_ID 
Objective thickness 2 19-20 percent 
__g_ualit_y indicator 
Standard level _E_ressure 5 21-25 10· 1 mb 
Standard level _E_ressure 5 26-30 10· 1 mb 
Layer thickness 4 31-34 tens of -9..E_m 




TABLE A5 (continued) 
d) Optional record for satellite sounding pre,·ipitable water data 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
T_yp_e of level 2 1-2 See Table Al4 
I 
Index of 2 3-4 percent percent of 
accuracy for derived value 
precipitable 
I water 
Pressure at 5 5-9 10- 1 mb base or standard 
reference level 
_E_ressure 
Standard level 5 10-14 10- 1 mb 
_E_ressure 
Layer 4 15-18 mm 
precipitable 
water 




Standard level 5 21-25 10- 1 mb 
_E_ressure 
Standard level 5 26-30 10- 1 mb 
_E_ressure 
Layer 4 31-34 mm 
precipitable 
water 
logical record 3 35-17 Within this 
number report 
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TABLH A6. satellite cloud-tracked winds 
This format applies to both operational and reprocesseJ 
satellite cloud-tracked winds 
a) Report identification 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Report indicator 1 1 Unique character 
= '*' 
Data source index 2 2-3 See Table A7 
Data processing 2 4-5 Code figure=05 
method used for SSM_LI 
Not used 17 6-22 
Instrument t..YE_e 2 23-24 See Table A13 
Year 2 25-26 90=1990 
Month 2 27-28 Ol-12=Jan-Dec 
Day 2 29-30 01-31 
Hour 2 31-32 00-23 UTC 
Minutes 2 33-34 00-59 
Number of logical 3 35-37 Variable number 
records 
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TABLE A6 (continued) 
b) Recor~ for wind and temperature 
Parameter No. of Position Units Remark 
chars. number 
Latitude 4 1-4 deg. and +=North 
tenths -=South 




Not used 2 9-10 
Pressure 3 11-13 mb at effective 
wind level 




Objective QC 1 15 See Table 
fla-9'._ A15 
Tern_E_erature 3 16-18 10· 1 °C 
Wind direction 3 19-21 de_g_rees 
Wind s_E_eed 3 22-24 · 1 ms 
Not used 10 25-34 





TABLE A7. Data source index 
This code identifies the observation type. Only the codes 
applicable to the TCM-90 data set are included. 
Code Description 
11 Radiosonde observation 
12 Pilot balloon wind observation 
15 Dro_E_windsond~ observation 
23 Aircraft observation 
31 Surface observation from a manual or 
automatic land station 
33 surface observation from a fixed shi_E or bu~ 
34 Surface observation from a mobile shi_E 
41 Satellite soundin__g observation 
61 Satellite cloud-tracked wind observation 
81 Surface observation from TCM-90 drifting buoy 
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TABLE AB. Type of level in an upper-air observation 
Code Description 
01 Surface level but not a standard_E._ressure or he1=.g_ht level 
02 Si_g_nificant tem..E_erature or humidit_y 
03 Tro_E_O_E_ause, but not at a standard _E._ressure level 
04 Significant wind level not at a standard _E_ressure level 
05 Maximum wind level not at a standard _E_ressure leveJ 
-
06 Significant temperature or humidity and wind level not at 
a standard _E._ressure level 
10 Standard_.E_ressure level 
11 Surf ace level and standard _E_ressure level 
12 Significant temperature or humidity at a standard 
_E_ressure level 
13 Tro_E_o_E_ause level and a standard12ressure level 
14 Significant wind level and a standard_E._ressure level 
15 Maximum wind level and a standard _E_ressure level 
16 Significant temperature or humidity and wind at a 
standard pressure level 
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TABLE A9. Quality-control codes for upper-air and aircraft 
observations 
a) Vertical checks 
Code Description 
0 Vertical check has not been made 
1 Value found to be correct durin51 vertical check 
2 Value found to be SUS_E_ect durin51 vertical check 
3 Value found to be in error durin51 vertical check 
4 Original value found to be in error during vertical 
check recom_E_uted value inserted 
5 Vertical check made and most likel_y vale entered 
6 Ori_g_inal value missil'!9_ - recom_E_uted value inserted 
7 Ori_g_inal value missing_ - value assi_gned 
8 Value found to be in error during checks against 
certain limits 
9 Original value missing - no vertical check made 
b) Checks against limits 
Code Description 
0 Checks a51ainst limits has not been made 
1 Value found to be correct durin_g_ limit check 
2 Value found to be SUS..E_ect durin_g_ limit check 
3 Value found to be in error during limit check 
4 Original value found to be in error - recomputed value 
inserted 
5 Checks a51ainst limits made - most likel_y value entered 
6 Ori_g_inal value missing - recom_E>_uted value entered 
9 Original value missing - no limit check made 
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TABLE AlO. Quality-control codes for surface observations 
Code Description 
0 Not checked 
1 or~inal value found to be correct 
2 or~inal value found to be suspect 
3 Ori_..9.inal value found to be in error 
4 Original value found to be in error - substitution 
inserted (ship position only) 
7 Value is consistent with past and present 
observations 
{ship position onl_Yl_ 
8 Value is not consistent with past and present 
observations 
{ship posit ion onl_Yl_ 
9 Original value is missing - no checks made 
TABLE All. Pressure code indicator 
Code Description 
0 Sea-level pressure 
1 Station pressure 
6 Geo2otential of 850 mb 
7 Geopotential of 700 mb 
8 Geopotential of 500 mb 
9 Unknown 
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TABLE A12. Indicator for data processing technique used in 
satellite soundings 
Code Description 
0 Processin..9_ techni~e not S...E_ecified 
1 Clear _E_ath; automated statistical re_g_ression 
2 Partly cloudy path; automated statistical 
re_g_ression 
3 Cloudy _J2_ath: automated statistical re_<Iression 
4 Clear path: automated statistical regression -
interactive _guality_ control 
5 Partly cloudy path: automated statistical 
re_<Iression - interactive _quality control 
6 Cloudy path: automated statistical re'1ressi0,., 
-
interactive quality control 
TABLE A13. Instrument type for satellite observations 
Code Description 
1 DMSP_L_SSMT F-8 
2 DMSP_LSSMT F-9 
8 NOAA_L_TIROS_LTOVS NOAA-10 
9 NOAALTIROS_LTOVS NOAA-11 
35 NOAALTIROS_LTOVS NOAA-10 _(thickness re_J2_ortsl 
36 NOAA_L_TIROSLTOVS NOAA-11 _(thickness re_E_ortsl 
52 DMSP_LSSMT F-8 _{_thickness re_E_ortsl 
~---
53 DMSP_LSSMT F-9 _(thickness re_E_ortsl 
66 Uns_E_ecified_<Ieostationar_y satellite 
99 Unknown 
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TABLE A14. Type of satellite sounding level 
Code Description 
0 Miscellaneous SATEM information ire_.9!!._ired recordl 
1 Layer thickness between a reference pressure level 
and a standard isobaris surface 
2 Layer precipitable water between a reference 
_E_ressure level and a standard isobaric surface 
3 Layer mean temperature between a reference 
pressure level and a standard isobaric surf ace 
TABLE A15. Quality control code for satellite reports 
Code Description 
v Quality control check has not been 
made 
1 The re_E..ort iR correct 
2 The re_B_ort is SUS_E_ect 
3 The report is in error 
TABLE A16. Subjective confidence factor 
Code Description 
0 Not s_E_ecified 
1 Low subjective confidence 
2 Medium sub_iective confidence 
3 High subjective confidence 
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APPENDIX B 
TCM-90 tropical cyclone best-track data 
This Appendix contains the 6-h best-track positions for 
each tropical cyclone that occurred during the field experiment 












































































































































Storm number Date Position Intensity(kts) 
13 90080906 70N 1623E 15 
13 90080912 70N 1613E 15 
13 90080918 72N 1600E 15 
13 90081000 76N 1590E 15 
13 90081006 81N 1581E 15 
13 90081012 85N 1574E 20 
13 90081018 90N 1566E 20 
13 90081100 94N 1558E 20 
13 90081106 98N 1548E 25 
13 90081112 104N 1537E 20 
13 90081118 113N 1525E 20 
13 90081200 122N 1514E 20 
13 90081206 135N 1509E 20 
13 90081212 146N 1504E 20 
13 90081218 156N 1495E 20 
13 90081300 165N 1487E 20 
13 90081306 172N 1474E 25 
13 90081312 177N 1460E 30 
13 90081318 183N 1443E 30 
13 90081400 186N 1425E 30 
13 90081406 187N 1406E 35 
13 90081412 189N 1387E 40 
13 90081418 188N 1370E 45 
13 90081500 186N 1355l:: 50 
13 90081506 184N 1341E 55 
13 90081512 186N 1329E 55 
13 90081518 188N 1321E 55 
13 90081600 191N 1312E 60 
13 90081606 194N 1301E 60 
13 90081612 196N 1290E 65 
13 90081618 199N 1281E 70 
13 90081700 203N 1274E 70 
13 90081706 209N 1268E 70 
13 90081712 214N 1261E 75 
13 90081718 217N 1252E 85 
13 90081800 218N 1247E 90 
13 90081806 222N 1244E 90 
13 90081812 229N 1241E 90 
13 90081818 238N 1237E 90 
13 90081900 245N 1228E 90 
13 90081906 250N 1215E 85 
13 90081912 251N 1208E 80 
13 90081918 253N 1202E 70 
13 90082000 254N 1197E 60 
13 90082006 254N 1194E 55 
13 90082012 254N 1192E 50 
13 90082018 254N 1190E 45 
13 90082100 254N 1187E 35 
13 90082106 254N 1183E 30 
13 90082112 254N 1180E 25 
13 90082118 254N 1176E 20 
114 
13 90082200 254N 1173E 20 
13 90082206 253N 1169E 15 
13 90082212 253N 1165E 15 
TY ZOLA 
Storm number Date Position Intensity(kts) 
14 90081506 150N 1400E 25 
14 90081512 146N 1411E 25 
14 90081518 143N 1420E 20 
14 90081600 146N 1428E 20 
14 90081606 151N 1432E 20 
14 90081612 155N 1434E 20 
14 90081618 158N 1436E 25 
14 90081700 164N 1439E 25 
14 90081706 172N 1442E 30 
14 90081712 180N 1445E 30 
14 90081718 186N 1448E 30 
14 90081800 191N 1451E 40 
14 90081806 196N 1454E 55 
14 90081812 200N 1457E 55 
14 90081818 205N 1458E 55 
14 90081900 212N 1452E 55 
14 90081906 219N 1443E 55 
14 90081912 224N 1433E 60 
14 90081918 228N 1425E 60 
14 90082000 232N 1417E 65 
14 90082006 238N 1406E 70 
14 90082012 247N 1393E 75 
14 90082018 257N 1378E 80 
14 90082100 269N 1362E 90 
14 90082106 283N 1348E 100 
14 90082112 29nN 1336E 100 
14 90082118 311N 1326E 95 
14 90082200 329N 1323E 90 
14 90082206 350N 1326E 85 
14 90082212 377N 1336E 70 
14 90082218 403N 1362E 55 
14 90082300 415N 1404E 45 
14 90082306 426N 1448E 45 
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- --- -- - ------ ------~----------
TY ABE 
Sturm number Date Position Intensity(kts) 
15 90082212 lOON 1520E 15 
15 90082218 103N 1509E 15 
15 90082300 105N 1499E 20 
15 90082306 108N 1490E 20 
15 90082312 llON 1480E 25 
15 90082318 112N 1470E 25 
15 90082400 115N 1459E 30 
15 90082406 117N 1448E 30 
15 90082412 119N 1438E 30 
1 r 90082418 125N 1425E 30 .J- .J 
15 90082500 129N 1415E 35 
15 90082506 133N 1408E 35 
15 90082512 135N 1404E 40 
1:, 90082518 136N 1401E 45 
1 ') 90082600 137N 1402E 45 
15 90082606 141N 1406E 50 
15 90082612 146N 1409E 50 
15 90082618 162N 1410E 55 
15 90082700 176N 1408E 55 
15 90082706 192N 1397E 55 
15 90082712 202N 1383E 60 
15 90082718 211N 1367E 65 
15 90082800 217N 1350E 70 
15 90082806 223N 1335E 70 
15 90082812 228N 1322E 75 
l ') 90082818 232N 1308E 75 
15 90082900 235N 1292E 80 
15 90082906 239N 1277E 80 
15 90082912 242N 1265E 85 
15 90082918 246N 1256E 85 
15 90083000 252N 1248E 90 
15 90083006 259N 1239E 90 
15 90083012 265N 1230E 90 
15 90083018 274N 1223E 90 
15 90083100 283N 1218E 85 
15 90083106 292N 1212E 80 
15 90083112 300N 1208E 75 
15 90083118 308N 1205E 65 
15 90090100 317N 1205E 50 
15 90090106 329N 1205E 45 
15 90090112 345N 1213E 40 
15 90090118 360N 1229E 35 
15 90090200 374N 1253E 35 
15 90090206 385N 1284E 25 
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TY BECKY 
Sto:m number Date Position Intensity(kts) 
16 90082006 134N 1407E 10 
16 90082012 139N 1392E 10 
16 90082018 148N 1380E 10 
16 90082100 155N 1371E 10 
16 90082106 160N 1360E 10 
16 90082112 160N 1352E 10 
16 90082118 160N 1345E 10 
16 90082200 160N 1337E 10 
16 90082206 160N 1330E 15 
16 90082212 161N 1323E 15 
16 90082218 164N 1317E 20 
16 90082300 166N 1311E 20 
16 90082306 169N 1304E 20 
16 90082312 171N 1299E 25 
16 90082318 174N 1296E 25 
16 90082400 176N 1294E 25 
16 90082406 177N 1292E 30 
16 90082412 179N 1290E 30 
16 90082418 182N 1288E 30 
16 90082500 187N 1283E 35 
16 90082506 192N 1273E 35 
16 90082512 197N 1258E 45 
16 90082518 195N 1242E 50 
16 ~0082600 191N 1231E 55 
16 90082606 186N 1220E 60 
16 90082612 181N 1209E 65 
16 90082618 179N 1198E 65 
16 90082700 178N 1188E 65 
16 90082706 177N 1177£ 65 
16 90082712 177N 1164E 70 
16 90082718 177N 1151E 70 
16 90082800 177N 1138E 70 
16 90082806 177N 1125E 70 
16 90082812 177N 1113E 70 
16 90082818 177N 1103E 70 
16 90082900 178N 1090E 70 
16 90082906 177N 1076E 70 
16 90082912 177N 1062E 65 
16 90082918 177N 1046E 60 
16 90083000 .i / BN 1029E ::;o 
16 90083006 182N lOllE 40 
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TY DOT 
Stora number Date Position Intenaity(kta) 
17 90090206 162N 1490E lS 
17 90090212 158N 1466E 20 
17 90090218 1S4N 14S5E 20 
17 90090300 148N 1444E 20 
17 90090306 143N 1430E 25 
17 90090312 140N 1417E 2S 
17 90090318 142N 140SE 30 
17 90090400 146N 1395E 30 
17 90090406 14SN 1387E 3S 
17 90090412 146N 1378E 3S 
17 90090418 153N 1367E 40 
17 90090SOO 162N 13S6E 4S 
17 90090S06 172N 1341E so 
17 90090512 179N 1326E 55 
17 90090518 184N 1312E 60 
17 90090600 190N 1299E 65 
17 90090606 197N 1284E 65 
17 90090612 204N 1269E 70 
17 90090618 210N 12S4E 7S 
17 90090700 217N 1243E 75 
17 90090 .. '06 222N 1232E 7S 
17 90090712 229N 1221E 70 
17 90090718 236N 1208E 65 
17 90090800 241N 1192E 70 
17 9009oeo6 24SN 1180E 70 
17 90090812 249N 1170E 60 
17 90090818 252N 1163E so 
17 9009C900 25SN 1157E 4S 
17 90090906 257N 1152E 25 
TY CECIL 
Stora number Date Position Intenaity(kta) 
18 90090206 201N 1229E 15 
18 90090212 210N 1228E lS 
18 90090218 219N 1228E 20 
18 90090300 228N 1228E 25 
18 90090306 237N 1228E 2S 
18 90090312 246N 1226E 2S 
18 90090318 254N 1220E 30 
18 90090400 259N 1212E 3S 
18 90090406 26f~ 1206E 40 
18 90090412 272N 1202E 4S 
18 90090418 276N 120SE 3S 
18 ~0090SOO 283N 1209E 20 
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TY ED 
Storm number Date Position Intensity(kts) 
19 90090700 132N 1572E 15 
19 90090706 1:3N 1561E 15 
19 90090712 137N 1550E 15 
19 90090718 141N 1539E 15 
19 90090800 147N 1530E 20 
19 90090806 152N 1520E 20 
19 90090812 158N 1510E 20 
19 90090818 166N 1502E 20 
19 90090900 175N 1495E 25 
19 90090906 182N 1491E 25 
19 90090912 188N 1486E 25 
19 90090918 192N 1479E 25 
19 90091000 194N 1471E 25 
19 90091006 195N 1463E 30 
19 90091012 196N 1451E 30 
19 90091018 197N 1438E 30 
19 90091100 197N 1423E 30 
19 90091106 197N 1408E 35 
19 90091112 198N 1393E 35 
19 90091118 199N 1381E 35 
19 90091200 199N 1368E 35 
19 90091206 199N 1355E 40 
19 90091212 199N 1342E 45 
19 90091218 199N 1329E 45 
19 90091300 200N 1314E 45 
19 90091306 200N 1298E 45 
19 90091312 200N 1282E 45 
19 90091318 200N 1266E 55 
19 90091400 198N 1250E 65 
19 90091406 194N 1235E 65 
19 90091412 190N 1219E 70 
19 90091418 186N 1205E 70 
19 90091500 182N 1193E 70 
19 90091506 178N 1181E 70 
19 90091512 174N 1169E 70 
19 90091518 171N 1159E 70 
19 90091600 167N 1149E 75 
19 00091606 164N 1142E 75 
19 90091612 161N 1135E 80 
19 90091618 160N 1130E 90 
19 90091700 159N 1125E 90 
19 90091706 159N 1119E 85 
19 90091712 159N 1112E 80 
19 ~0091718 159N 1105E 80 
19 90091800 162N 1097E 75 
19 90091806 164N 1089E 75 
19 90091812 167N 1082E 70 
19 90091818 169N 1077E 60 
19 90091900 171N 1072E 55 
19 90091906 175N 1065E 50 
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19 90091912 180N 1058E 45 
19 90091918 187N 1054E 35 
19 90092000 194N 1050E 30 
19 90092006 201N 1047E 25 
STY FLO 
Storm number Date Position Intensity(kts) 
20 90090800 55N 1705E 15 
20 90090806 61N 1685E 15 
20 90090812 68N 1666E 15 
20 90090818 75N 1648E 15 
20 90090900 SON 1630E 15 
20 90090906 82N 1620E 15 
20 90090912 84N 1612E 15 
20 90090918 87N 1602E 15 
20 90091000 90N 1591E 15 
20 90091006 92N 1580E 15 
20 90091012 93N 1568E 15 
20 90091018 93N 1556E 15 
20 90091100 93N 1544E 15 
20 90091106 94N 1532E 15 
20 90091112 96N 1518E 15 
20 90091118 99N 1504E 20 
20 90091200 105N 1491E 20 
20 90091206 114N 1479E 20 
20 90091212 125N 1471E 25 
20 90091218 136N 1461E 25 
20 90091300 145N 1447E 25 
20 90091306 151N 1433E 30 
20 90091312 156N 1422E 35 
20 90091318 163N 1411E 40 
20 90091400 171N 1400E 45 
20 90091406 180N 1389E 50 
20 90091412 188N 1377E 55 
20 90091418 195N 1365E 60 
20 90091500 202N 1354E 65 
20 90091506 209N 1344E 70 
20 90091512 216N 1334E 75 
20 90091518 222N 1324E 85 
20 90091600 228N 1315E 100 
20 90091606 233N 1307E 115 
20 90091612 237N 1300E 130 
20 90091618 242N 1295E 135 
20 90091700 248N 1291E 135 
20 90091706 256N 1289E 145 
20 90091712 262N 1290E 145 
20 90091718 268N 1292E 135 
20 90091800 275N 1296E 125 
20 90091806 284N 1302E 115 
20 90091812 294N 1310E 110 
20 90091818 304N 1318E 105 
20 90091900 313N 1327E 95 
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20 90091906 325N 1341E 90 
20 90091912 340N 1358E 85 
20 90091918 361N 1374E 65 
20 90092000 386N 1400E 55 
20 90092006 403N 1440E 50 
20 90092012 417N 1484E 45 
20 90092018 429N 1529E 45 
20 90092100 440N 1578E 50 
20 90092106 453N 1631E 50 
20 90092112 464N 1678E 50 
20 90092118 473N 1728E 50 
20 90092200 480N 1780E 50 
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APPEND!X C 
Job control language used to write the two TCM-90 raw observation 
data tapes 
TAPE 1 
FILE• GETAPEl TCM Al 
//GETAPEl JOB (0691,9999),'HARR',CLASS=G 
//*MAIN LINES=99 
//STEPOl EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.f0691.TCM.Tll,DISP=SHR 




//STEPOZ EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F0691.TCM.Tl2,DISP=SHR 




//STEP03 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.f0691.TCM.Tl5,DISP=SHR 




//SfEP04 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F0691.TCM.T23,DISP=SHR 




//STEP05 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F0691.TCM.T23DC8,DISP=SHR 




//STEPD6 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 






(5 MINUTE RESOLUTION) 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F069l.TCM.T31,DISP=SHR SURFACE LAND STATION 




//STEPD7 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F0691.TCM.T33,DISP=SHR 





FIXED SHIP OR BUOY 
SURFACE OBSERVATION 
TAPE 2 
FILE: GETAPE2 TCM Al 
//GETAPE2 JOB C0691,9999), 1 HARR 1 ,CLASS=G 
//*MAIN LINES=99 
//STEPOl EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F0691.TCM.T34,DISP=SHR 




//STEP02 EXEC PGM=.~BGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F069l.TCM.T41,DISP=SHR 







//STEP03 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY SATELLITE CLOUD-TRACKED WINDS 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F0691.TCM.T61,DISP=SHR 




//STEP04 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=MSS.F069l.TCM.T81,DISP=SHR 





TCM-90 DRIFTING BUOYS 
SURFACE REPORTS 
